Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014

Agenda Item F1
Contact – Kelim Warren / Planner
512-312-0084 / KWarren@ci.buda.tx.us
SUBJECT:

HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING IN REGARD TO A REQUEST FOR A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW AN
ACCESSORY DWELLING USE IN A MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (MR) ZONING DISTRICT FOR THE PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 110 NORTH CEDAR STREET, BEING LOT 1A, BLOCK 2, MCELROY ADDITION.

1. BACKGROUND/HISTORY
This is the public hearing for a Special Use Permit (SUP) request to allow the existing detached garage
building located at 110 North Cedar Street in the Historic District to be converted to a dwelling unit. This
hearing is being held in accordance with the City of Buda Unified Development Code and the Texas
Open Meetings Act as they pertain to public hearings. The required notifications have been completed
in advance of this hearing, such as a sign posted on the premises, notice posted in the Hays Free Press,
and letters mailed to adjacent property owners.
The City of Buda Unified Development Code requires a Special Use Permit to be obtained by the
applicant in order to allow an accessory dwelling in a single-family residential zoning district.

2. CURRENT STATUS
The applicant is proposing to convert the existing detached garage into a dwelling unit. The applicant will be
th
required to obtain a remodel permit for the conversion, and on December 4 the City’s Historic Preservation
Commission approved a Certificate of Design Compliance for the alterations to the exterior of the building.
Analysis of this SUP request is provided in the staff report for the associated regular agenda item.

3. FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A

4. ACTION OPTIONS/RECOMMENDATION
This is the public hearing for public comment only. The Commission shall not take action at this time, but may
do so under the regular agenda item.
The Chairperson is required to open the public hearing and state the time, allow public comments, then close
the public hearing and state the time.

Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084
csparks@ci.buda.tx.us

SUBJECT:

1.

HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING IN REGARD TO APPROVAL OF THE
MASTER PLAN.

CITY OF BUDA DOWNTOWN

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
In FY 2012-2013, the City Council funded development of a Downtown Master Plan.
This funding has been carried over to FY 2013-2014, as the City awaited completion
of the Economic Development Strategic Plan and Retail Leakage Study. This was
done so that the Economic Development Strategic Plan and Retail Leakage Study
could inform the Downtown Master Plan and also be considered by consultants in
making a response to the City’s Request for Qualifications.
RFQ responses were due September 6, 2013. The City received seven qualified
responses. These responses were then ranked by a multidisciplinary team of city
staff. This ranking resulted in the identification of two firms, Halff & Associates and
Design Workshop, as potential finalists for consideration. The RFQ provided an
option by which Staff could elect to have City Council review the finalists. Given the
level of qualifications by both firms, close scores, City Council interest in downtown
and interest in including City Council as a more active part of the selection process,
Staff chose to exercise this provision. At the October 15th meeting, the City Council
heard presentations from Design Workshop and Halff Associates. Each Council
Member individually assessed the finalists, providing their results to staff. Staff
compiled the results, which indicated Halff Associates as the preferred firm. Staff
began negotiating the scope of services, resulting in entrance into a contract at the
November 19th City Council meeting.
Subsequently, a Downtown Master Plan Informal Advisory Committee was formed.
This committee includes the following:
Bobby Lane (CC)
Eileen Altmiller (CC)
Marc Goebler (PZ)
Nate Wensowitch (HPC)

Julie Renfro
Billy Gray
Saenger Ellis
Vincent Villaflor

Tommy Poer
Eileen Conley
Jeff Robinson
Don Taylor

John Jackson
Paula Michaud

Since then, the Downtown Master Plan Informal Advisory Committee has met
several times. A well-attended general public meeting took place on March 27th as a
joint effort with the Facilities Plan. Public feedback was generally supportive of most

ideas presented, with Halff further refining based on comments & discussion.
Consultants and city staff met with stakeholder groups, including Austin Street
residents and downtown commercial property owners. An open house was made
part of the Red, White & Buda fireworks festivities to capture thoughts from
attendees, creating significant exposure for the Plan effort and reaching a number of
citizens that do not normally participate in planning processes.

2.

FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
Plans like the Downtown Master Plan are considered addendums to the
Comprehensive Plan, and thus follow the same hearing and approval process.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Not applicable

4.

ACTION OPTIONS & RECOMMENDATION
This is the public hearing for this agenda item. No action can be taken by the
commission at this time, but action can be considered under the associated regular
agenda item.

Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084
csparks@ci.buda.tx.us

SUBJECT:

1.

HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMENTS REGARDING
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE SECTION 5.8(2) AND
TABLE 5-3 PERTAINING TO CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT FLEXIBLE ZONING.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Unified Development Code Section 5.8(2) contains cluster development provisions.
The purpose of these modifications is to encourage clustered development in
conjunction with the preservation of open space. It is not designed to increase
density—just rearrange the density within a project.
Existing and proposed clustering standards are discussed further in the action item.

2.

FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
Revisions to the UDC require a public hearing.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Not applicable

4.

ACTION OPTIONS & RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Commission hold the public hearing and receive comments.

5.

ATTACHMENTS
N/A

Planning & Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084 / csparks@ci.buda.tx.us
SUBJECT:
HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMENTS IN REGARD TO
A REQUEST FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP OF THE CITY OF BUDA PERTAINING TO
98.71 ACRES OF LAND OUT OF THE SVR EGGLESTON SURVEY, ABSTRACT NO. 5, BEING GENERALLY
LOCATED ALONG THE WEST SIDE OF FM 967, SOUTH OF CULLEN COUNTRY SUBDIVISION, EAST OF
W HISPERING HOLLOW SUBDIVISION AND NORTH OF THE ST. ELIZABETH EPISCOPAL CHURCH; THE
CHANGE WILL RESULT IN (A) 2.91 ACRES UNCHANGED AS C2/R2 ZONING, (B) 76.80 ACRES
CURRENTLY PENDING ANNEXATION TO ESTABLISH INITIAL ZONING OF MR WITH FZ1 ZONING AND (C)
19.00 ACRES CURRENTLY ZONED C2/R2 CHANGED TO MR WITH FZ1 ZONING.

1. BACKGROUND
The City of Buda initiated annexation proceedings on this property on October 21st after
receiving a petition for voluntary annexation. Once annexed, the property defaults to AGAgricultural unless a separate initial zoning ordinance follows the annexation. As a practice,
the City conducts a parallel zoning process to accompany annexations.
This case is somewhat unique due to a portion of the property, approximately 460’ deep,
already being in the city limits. As such, this request is also to partially rezone a portion of the
property already within the city limits. Properties zoned for uses other than single family
residential along RM 967 are also subject to the Gateway Corridor Overlay District.
The result of the rezoning is approximately 95.80 acres zoned MR with the FZ1 Cluster
Development Floating/Flexible Zone, and 2.91 acres zoned C2/R2 with the Gateway Corridor
Overlay District.
The intent is to provide the zoning to develop a cluster development subdivision that more
closely aligns with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan. In addition, the
applicant has stated a desire to have the cluster development as a means to create a large
park area that would connect Cullen Country Park and Garlic Creek Park. The applicant has
provided a partial preliminary plan to demonstrate commitment to the concept and
demonstrate how it would apply on this property. They have not performed all engineering
due to time constraints and a need for certainty with the zoning. Land development follows
the following sequence of actions:
Annexation  Zoning  Preliminary Plan  Final Plat & Improvements  Individual Bldg. Permits

Surrounding Land Uses
Adjacent land uses include:
East
North
West
South

MR-zoned Creekside Park; C2/R2 &
Gateway-zoned Garlic Creek Country Store;
vacant land in the ETJ
MR-zoned Cullen Country & Cullen Country
Park; C2/R2 & Gateway-zoned vacant land
MR-zoned with Development Agreement
Whispering Hollow and Garlic Creek Park
DR-zoned Stonewood Commons subdivision
(under construction)

Unified Development Code Guidance
Zoning changes are evaluated based on the following criteria:
1. The zoning change is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan;
2. The zoning change promotes the health, safety, or general welfare of the City and the
safe, orderly, and healthful development of the City;
3. The zoning change is compatible with and conforms with uses of nearby property and
the character of the neighborhood;
4. The property affected by the zoning change is suitable for uses permitted by the
proposed amendment to the zoning map;
5. Infrastructure, including roadway adequacy, sewer, water and storm water facilities, is or
is committed to be available that is generally suitable and adequate for the proposed
use.

2. FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
Zoning map amendments, including zoning changes & initial zoning following annexation, require
the City to conduct public hearings before the Planning & Zoning Commission and City Council.
This includes publication of the notice in the newspaper and notification of affected property
owners within 200’ of the subject property.
At the time of this report, staff had spoken to two individuals regarding the zoning case. Both
were making informational inquiries and did not indicate support or opposition.

3. FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A
4. RECOMMENDATION
Hold the public hearing and receive any written and oral comments.

CITY OF BUDA
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 14, 2014 - 7:00 P.M.
A. CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Strother called the regular meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission to order
at 7:04 p.m.

B. INVOCATION
C. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAGS OF THE UNITED STATES AND TEXAS
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE TEXAS FLAG: Honor the Texas flag; I pledge allegiance to
thee, Texas, one state under God, one and indivisible.

D. ROLL CALL
Commissioner Henry Altmiller
Commissioner Marc Goebler
Vice-Chairman Shawn Graham
Commissioner Meghan McCarthy
Commissioner Ann Pennington
Commissioner Dwight Stewart
Chairman
Colin Strother

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

E. PUBLIC COMMENTS

At this time, comments will be taken from the audience on non-agenda
related topics, for a length of time not to exceed three minutes per person. To address the Planning
and Zoning Commission, please submit a Citizen’s Comment Form to the City Liaison prior to the
start of the meeting. No action may be taken by the Planning and Zoning Commission during
Public Comments
No comments were made.

F. PUBLIC HEARINGS
1. Hold a public hearing in regard to a request for an amendment to the official zoning map of the
City of Buda to change the existing zoning of Multi-Family Residential (MFR) to Arterial
Commercial/Retail/Office (C2/R2) for approximately 0.772 acres of land located along the north
side of FM 967 near its intersection with Cole Springs Road, being Lot 1 of the Creekside Villas
subdivision.
Chairman Strother opened the public hearing at 7:05 p.m.
No comments were made.
Chairman Strother closed the public hearing at 7:06 p.m.

G. CONSENT AGENDA
1. Approval of the regular Planning and Zoning Commission meeting minutes dated September 23,
2014.
Vice-Chairman Graham made a motion to approve this item. Commissioner Goebler made
a second to the motion.
The motion was approved by a 6-0-1 vote, with Commissioner Pennington abstaining from
the vote.

H. REGULAR AGENDA ITEMS
1. Deliberation and possible action in regard to a request for an amendment to the official zoning
map of the City of Buda to change the existing zoning of Multi-Family Residential (MFR) to
Arterial Commercial/Retail/Office (C2/R2) for approximately 0.772 acres of land located along
the north side of FM 967 near its intersection with Cole Springs Road, being Lot 1 of the
Creekside Villas subdivision.
Andy Dodson, P.E., being the civil engineer of record for this project, spoke regarding the
specifics of the zoning change request and potential use of the property.
Commissioner Altmiller made a motion to approve this item, and Commissioner
Pennington made a second to the motion.
The motion was approved by a unanimous vote.

I. STAFF REPORTS
The Planning & Zoning Commission may discuss any of the items under Staff Reports, but no formal
action will be taken.
 Update regarding the activities of other city Boards and Commissions, including the Economic
Development Corporation Board.
 Update on current developments within the city limits and ETJ
Staff provided an update regarding the above items. No action was taken.

J. COMMISSION REQUESTS FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
No deliberation or discussion may take place by the Commission during this agenda item.
No requests were made.

K. ADJOURNMENT
Having no further business to consider, Chairman Strother adjourned the meeting at 7:35 p.m.

ATTEST:
________________________
Recording Secretary

Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014

Agenda Item H1
Contact – Kelim Warren / Planner
512-312-0084 / KWarren@ci.buda.tx.us
SUBJECT: DELIBERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION IN REGARD TO A REQUEST FOR A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO
ALLOW AN ACCESSORY DWELLING USE IN A MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (MR) ZONING DISTRICT FOR THE
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 110 NORTH CEDAR STREET, BEING LOT 1A, BLOCK 2, MCELROY ADDITION.

1. BACKGROUND/HISTORY
This is the regular agenda item (action item) for a Special Use Permit (SUP) request to allow the existing
detached garage building located at 110 North Cedar Street in the Historic District to be converted to a
dwelling unit. The City of Buda Unified Development Code requires a Special Use Permit to be obtained
by the applicant in order to allow an accessory dwelling in a single-family residential zoning district.
The subject accessory building is not included in the City’s Historical Resource Survey of 1992; it does
not appear to have any known historical associations, and appears to have been built sometime in the
1970’s, several years after the primary dwelling was built in the 1950s.
The applicant will need to obtain a remodel permit for the conversion of the garage to a living space, and
the City’s Historic Preservation Commission granted a Certificate of Design Compliance on December
4th for alterations to the exterior of the building.

2. CURRENT STATUS
The subject lot is within the Medium Density Residential (MR) zoning district which allows primarily
for single family residential uses, though an accessory dwelling is allowed upon issuance of a
special use permit for such use. Adjacent land uses appear to be single family residential uses.
Commercial/Retail/Office uses are located farther west of this site, closer toward Railroad Street.
Special use permits allow for discretionary City Council approval of uses with unique or widely
varying operating characteristics or unusual site development features, subject to the terms and
conditions set forth in this Code. The criteria for evaluating a special use permit are set forth in the
Unified Development Code and are as follows:
1. A binding Site Plan for the Special Use Permit must be approved by the City Council in order to
approve issuance of a Special Use Permit. The Site Plan must be reviewed by the City Manager

for compliance with this Code.
• Staff analysis
• The dwelling and accessory building on this site are existing. Potential site
improvements as a result of this SUP request may include an improved parking
surface.
2. The City Council may approve an application for a Special Use Permit where it reasonably
determines that there will be no significant negative impact upon residents of surrounding
property or upon the general public. The City Council will review the Special Use Permit
application based on:
a. the potential use’s impact on the health, safety and welfare of the surrounding
neighborhood;
Applicant response: None, the property is located on a corner lot which allows
for more than adequate parking. The size of the existing building to be used as
dwelling will only allow for one occupant. There are several properties along
Cedar Street and the downtown area of Buda that have accessory dwellings.
Staff analysis: it does not appear that there is a specific characteristic relating to
the proposed project that may cause an adverse impact to the health, safety and
welfare of the surrounding neighborhood. The impact would be an additional
dwelling unit on this site, along with the routine impacts associated with a
dwelling such as additional pedestrian and vehicular activity on a daily basis.
b. its impact on public infrastructure such as roads, parking facilities and water and
sewer systems;
Applicant response: Accessory dwelling will have one full bathroom and one kitchen
sink.

Staff analysis: there are existing water and sewer lines nearby that the applicant
could tap in to; though the applicant may use the existing water and sewer
service lines on the property. It appears that the impact to public infrastructure
such as water/sewer lines, public streets and parking facilities would be minimal
and such infrastructure is capable of serving this proposed use.
c. its impact on public services such as police and fire protection and solid waste
collection, and the ability of existing infrastructure and services to adequately
provide services.
Applicant response: Accessory dwelling will be limited to one occupant due to limited
space of existing structure to be used. No impact is expected.

Staff analysis: police, fire, and solid waste collection is existing in this area of the
city. The conversion of the garage to a dwelling unit does not appear to adversely
impact the ability of the city to provide, police, fire, and solid waste service. The
living area is required to comply with applicable building and fire codes adopted
by the City, to be enforced through the remodel permit inspection process.

The applicant has indicated that the general reason for the special use permit
request is to allow for additional living space because the primary dwelling is
approximately 1,200 square feet.
3. Additionally the criteria for zoning changes generally apply to a special use permit:
a. The zoning change is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan;
Staff Analysis: regarding Housing & Neighborhoods, the following objectives
appear to relate to this project:
i.
Provide a sufficient and diverse mix of housing to ensure residents have
housing options for all stages of the life cycle.
ii.
Encourage dense, mixed use projects in appropriate locations as a
means of increasing housing supply and types while promoting
neighborhood vitality.
iii.
Protect established neighborhoods.
iv.
Encourage and facilitate infill development
b. The zoning change promotes the health, safety, or general welfare of the City
and the safe, orderly, and healthful development of the City;
Staff analysis: it does not appear that this project would cause a negative impact
to the health, safety, or general welfare of the City and the safe, orderly, and
healthful development of the City;
b. The zoning change is compatible with and conforms with uses of nearby property
and the character of the neighborhood;
Staff analysis: the subject accessory dwelling is existing. There are some
known accessory dwellings in the Historic District, such as on S. San Marcos
Street, some multifamily buildings near N. Austin Street, and a recently approved
SUP for 304 North Austin Street.
c. The property affected by the zoning change is suitable for uses permitted by the
proposed amendment to the zoning map;
Staff analysis: the property subject to this SUP request is currently being used
for single family residential purposes.
d. Infrastructure, including roadway adequacy, sewer, water and storm water
facilities, is or is committed to be available that is generally suitable and
adequate for the proposed use.
The water, sewer and storm sewer infrastructure is existing and capable of
servicing the additional dwelling unit. Storm sewer is conveyed by open ditches
and culverts on Rose Street.
The criteria for a zoning change are being evaluated for this special use permit request as
set forth for in the Unified Development Code – there is not a request for a zoning change
for this property.

The applicant has indicated that parking of passenger vehicles will be on the natural ground
surface immediately east of the accessory building, where the occupant(s) of the primary
dwelling currently park.
Furthermore, Staff was not contacted by any of the property owners who received the
notification letters for this case.

3. FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A

4. ACTION OPTIONS/RECOMMENDATION
It appears that this project meets the criteria for a special use permit as outlined in the City’s Unified
Development Code.
A recent SUP approval for an accessory dwelling at 304 North Austin Street carried a condition that the
applicant provide enough parking to serve a Duplex use pursuant to the Unified Development Code.

5. ENCLOSURES
Backup documentation for SUP request

Location Map for 110 N. Cedar Street
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084
csparks@ci.buda.tx.us

SUBJECT:

1.

DELIBERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON THE DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
In FY 2012-2013, the City Council funded development of a Downtown Master Plan.
This funding has been carried over to FY 2013-2014, as the City awaited completion
of the Economic Development Strategic Plan and Retail Leakage Study. This was
done so that the Economic Development Strategic Plan and Retail Leakage Study
could inform the Downtown Master Plan and also be considered by consultants in
making a response to the City’s Request for Qualifications.
RFQ responses were due September 6, 2013. The City received seven qualified
responses. These responses were then ranked by a multidisciplinary team of city
staff. This ranking resulted in the identification of two firms, Halff & Associates and
Design Workshop, as potential finalists for consideration. The RFQ provided an
option by which Staff could elect to have City Council review the finalists. Given the
level of qualifications by both firms, close scores, City Council interest in downtown
and interest in including City Council as a more active part of the selection process,
Staff chose to exercise this provision. At the October 15th meeting, the City Council
heard presentations from Design Workshop and Halff Associates. Each Council
Member individually assessed the finalists, providing their results to staff. Staff
compiled the results, which indicated Halff Associates as the preferred firm. Staff
began negotiating the scope of services, resulting in entrance into a contract at the
November 19th City Council meeting.
Subsequently, a Downtown Master Plan Informal Advisory Committee was formed.
This committee includes the following:
Bobby Lane (CC)
Eileen Altmiller (CC)
Marc Goebler (PZ)
Nate Wensowitch (HPC)

Julie Renfro
Billy Gray
Saenger Ellis
Vincent Villaflor

Tommy Poer
Eileen Conley
Jeff Robinson
Don Taylor

John Jackson
Paula Michaud

Since then, the Downtown Master Plan Informal Advisory Committee has met
several times. A well-attended general public meeting took place on March 27th as a
joint effort with the Facilities Plan. Public feedback was generally supportive of most
ideas presented, with Halff further refining based on comments & discussion.

Consultants and city staff met with stakeholder groups, including Austin Street
residents and downtown commercial property owners. An open house was made
part of the Red, White & Buda fireworks festivities to capture thoughts from
attendees, creating significant exposure for the Plan effort and reaching a number of
citizens that do not normally participate in planning processes.

2.

FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
Staff received several drafts between August and September, which were
subsequently reviewed by staff as well as the committee. Several edits were made in
response to the feedback, resulting in the document before the Commission this
evening for consideration.
Staff notes that the timeline included in the Scope of Services for the contract was
exceeded, as the original timeline anticipated receipt of a draft plan in June.
However, information of physical improvements was received in a timely manner for
the purposes of bond planning, which was viewed as the critical deadline.
That being said, it appears the product is high quality and reflects the wide variety of
perspectives gleaned from public input, committee discussions and information from
prior planning efforts.
Certain recommendations of the plan were included in the recent bond program:
• Intersection of Main Street and RM 967
• Improvements to City Park
• San Antonio Street (due to relationship to City Park)
• Facilities
In addition, other recommendations are already underway, including:
• Walkway to the skate park
• UDC re-write
• LoneStar Rail Economic Study
• Increased engagement with Downtown Merchants (recent sandwich board
program, for example)
• Getting bids for wayfinding signage
One area of discussion concerns the widening of sidewalks & streetscape along
Main Street. Because this is a major commitment to investment and requires further
discussion, it was not included in the bond program and is considered a longerrange project.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Not applicable; the Plan provides cost estimates, but adoption of the Plan does not
commit the City to constructing such improvements.

4.

ACTION OPTIONS & RECOMMENDATION
The attached plan represents the completion of the planning process. Staff
recommends the Commission consider approval, noting any recommended edits
and revisions.

6.

ENCLOSURES
A.
B.

Document Available at http://www.ci.buda.tx.us/DocumentCenter/View/1900
Hard copy attached to Library copy of packet and record copy

12/03/2014
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Builds on Findings from Previous Plans
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Main St. & 967

Existing Intersection

Downtown Concerns

Pedestrian environment along west side of Main Street
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Key Issues Addressed in the Plan
 Traffic flow
improvements
 Mix of Uses in the
Downtown area
 Existing and future
parking
 Transition between
commercial and
residential areas
 Austin Street
loading and waste
container placement

 Greenbelt Park
improvements
 Pedestrian area
improvements
 Traffic calming in
residential areas
 Management and
staffing strategies
 Implementation
recommendations
Draft for Review & Approval
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Main at 967 – Preliminary Recommendations

Draft for Review & Approval

Main at 967 – Preliminary Recommendations

Draft Working Ideas for Confirmation of Direction
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Main Street – Pedestrian
Zone Improvements


Main Street – Pedestrian Zone Improvements
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Main Street – Pedestrian Zone Improvements

Draft for Review & Approval

Greenbelt Improvements
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Greenbelt Improvements – Town Green Concept

Draft Working Ideas for Confirmation of Direction

Draft for Review & Approval

Railroad Street
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Railroad Street Extension
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Austin Street


Austin Street
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Austin Street

Austin Street
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Austin Street

Austin Street
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Austin Street

Austin St.
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Transition from
Commercial to Residential
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Draft for Review & Approval

Parking
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Draft for Review & Approval
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Draft for Review & Approval



Draft for Review & Approval
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Draft for Review & Approval

Near Downtown Areas along Main Street
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Steps for Completion
and Adoption

 Previously - Downtown Committee
Review of Draft and Comment
 Today - Planning and Zoning
Commission Review and Comment
 Council Workshop – Date TBD
 Plan Adoption

Draft for Review & Approval
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Planning and Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084
csparks@ci.buda.tx.us

SUBJECT:

1.

DELIBERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION REGARDING AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE SECTION 5.8(2) AND TABLE 5-3 PERTAINING TO
CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT FLEXIBLE ZONING.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Unified Development Code Section 5.8(2) contains cluster development provisions.
The purpose of these modifications is to encourage clustered development in
conjunction with the preservation of open space. It is not designed to increase
density—just rearrange the density within a project.
In particular, Section 5.8(2) states the following:
(2)

Cluster Development
a. Applicability.
The purpose of this lot standard modification is to encourage clustered
subdivisions in conjunction with the preservation of open space, rather than to
increase the overall density of the subdivision. All areas within the City are
eligible for consideration and approval for this flexible benefit so long as the
requisite criteria are met.
b. Criteria.
The following modifications may be made based on the amount of open space
that is accepted as dedicated parkland or open space in addition to the Parkland
Dedication requirements:
Table 5.3: Lot Standard Modifications for Open Space Preservation
Open Space
Reduction in Minimum
Increase in Maximum
Lot Size
Lot Coverage
25%-30%
15%
10%
>30%
20%
20%
(i) Open space dedication is based on the Gross Site Area (i.e., twenty-five
percent (25%) of the Gross Site Area).
(ii) Open space dedications may only be accomplished with a conservation
restriction approved by the City in the form of a legal covenant prohibiting
future development in a particular area, and separate from any utility

easements, drainage easements, rights-of-way, or other
improvements that directly support the associated development.

essential

Other portions of the UDC have some relevance. For example, Section 8.6(5)
provides special provisions to encourage dedication of parkland along the Onion
Creek and Garlic Creek riparian corridors.
This is further reflected in the Parks, Trails, Recreation & Open Space Master Plan,
which identifies these creek corridors as critical opportunities for parkland dedication
& open space connectivity. The Buda 2030 Comprehensive Plan also specifically
encourages cluster & conservation style development in the Green Growth Future
Land Development Area, which comprises most of Buda west of Onion Creek.
Cluster development in this manner serves to create contiguous open space
throughout a community, generating several important community benefits.
Just as hallways enhance the operation of a building, environmental corridors
increase the value of natural resource areas. Areas of concentrated natural resource
activity (“rooms”), such as wetlands, woodlands, prairies, lakes, and other features,
become even more functional when linked by environmental corridors (“hallways”).
Fish and wildlife populations, native plant distribution, and even clean water all
depend on movement through environmental corridors.
For example, wildlife populations isolated in one wooded location can overpopulate,
die out, or cause problems for neighbors if there are not adequate corridors to allow
the population to move about freely. Over 70% of all terrestrial wildlife species use
riparian corridors, according to the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS).
In addition to their environmental value, corridors offer social and economic benefits.
Environmental corridors can help define a community’s sense of place, or
distinctiveness, and provide “services,” such as wind protection, recreational areas,
and stormwater management. It also is considered lower impact development, as it
avoids reconfiguration of natural floodplains. They can also provide valuable outdoor
educational settings and potential sites for research. Furthermore, corridors may
help maintain a community’s aesthetic or historical grounding.
Economic benefits of protecting environmental corridors may include increasing the
value of nearby housing sites, reducing the risks of building in areas with soils rated
especially poor for development, providing flood protection, reducing potential
expenses of streambank stabilization, and preventing clean-up costs of streams and
rivers.

2.

FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
The City of Buda is currently conducting annexation proceedings for the Chitwood
Tract, a ‘donut’ in the city limits located immediately south of Cullen Country. This is
a voluntary annexation request, as they intend to develop the property. The total
acreage is 98.71, but a portion is already in the city limits. They anticipate the
following:
• 16.4 acres: reserved for the existing homestead & not part of development
• 82.3 acres: to be developed as follows:
o 33.3 acres: open space along Garlic Creek corridor
o 49 acres: single family residential plus one commercial lot

Depending on actual development, staff anticipates a parkland dedication
requirement of approximately 3.5-4.0 acres. As a result, the development is
proposing that 35%-40% of the property remain as dedicated open space parkland.
The developer expects their overall project density to be well under 4 units per acre,
consistent with MR zoning. However, they have identified one potential issue with
the cluster development option: while it does modify the individual lot coverage and
minimum lot size, it does not modify lot dimensions. For example, a 20% lot size
reduction on MR zoning results in a 6,000 square foot minimum lot size (similar to
most parts of Garlic Creek), but does not alter the lot width. Most cities with a
clustering option also alter the lot width and occasionally the building setbacks.
There were three options to explore:
• Request MR zoning, but also request a text amendment to the UDC to create
a 3rd category for clustering above 35% that would allow a 5’ reduction in lot
width (from 55’ to 50’) in addition to the reduced minimum lot size &
increased lot coverage.
• Request HR zoning, which provides sufficient lot standards
• Request a Planned Unit Development (PUD)
Staff prefered the MR zoning + text amendment over the HR zoning, as HR zoning
would “over-entitle” the development for density (HR allows for 8 units/acre versus
MR allowing 4 units/acre). Under that scenario, the developer could turn around and
propose a much denser conventional product. The PUD approach seemed like
overkill, particularly since the cluster provisions of the UDC have been identified in
the past as insufficient. The MR zoning + text amendment ties the project down and
creates a scenario that furthers Comprehensive Plan and Parks Plan goals. In
addition, it links Garlic Creek Parks with Cullen Country Park. The applicant has not
formally submitted the preliminary plan, but has provided a basic idea for illustrative
purposes, which staff has color-enhanced.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Not applicable

4.

ACTION OPTIONS & RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Commission consider approval.

5.

ATTACHMENTS
Draft Ordinance
Comprehensive Plan Excerpts

ORDINANCE NO. _______-___
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
BUDA AMENDING CHAPTER 5, LOT DESIGN STANDARDS, OF
THE CITY OF BUDA UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE BY
AMENDING TABLE 5-3, LOT STANDARD MODIFICATIONS
FOR OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION; PROVIDING A
REPEALING CLAUSE; PROVIDING A SEVERABILITY
CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City has reviewed its Unified Development Code (Buda
Ordinance No. 021217-1, as amended) (“Code”) and conducted public hearings regarding
the need and desirability of amendments, revisions, deletions, and modifications; and
WHEREAS, the City has decided to amend the Code as more specifically set
forth herein; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance was adopted at a regularly scheduled meeting of the
Buda City Council at which a quorum of the Council was present and voting; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance was adopted at a meeting held in strict compliance
with the Texas Open Meetings Act; and
WHEREAS, the Council has determined that the provisions of this Ordinance
will further the goals, objectives and actions of the Buda 2030 Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS, the Council has determined that the provisions of this Ordinance
will promote the health, safety, morals and the general welfare of the City of Buda and its
surrounding areas;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF BUDA, TEXAS:

SECTION 1. Chapter 5, Table 5-3, of the Unified Development Code is hereby
amended and restated to read as follows:
Table 5-3: Lot Standard Modifications for Open Space Preservation
Open Space
Reduction in
Increase in
Reduction in
Preservation (% of Minimum Lot Maximum Lot Minimum Lot
Gross Site Area)
Size
Coverage
Width
At least 25%
15%
10%
None
At least 30%
20%
20%
None
At least 35%
20%
20%
5 feet

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be cumulative of all other ordinances of the City of
Buda, and this ordinance shall not operate to repeal or affect any other ordinances of the
City of Buda except insofar as the provisions thereof might be inconsistent or in conflict
with the provisions of this ordinance, in which event such conflicting provisions, if any,
are hereby repealed.

SECTION 3. The sections, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, and phrases of this ordinance
are severable, and if any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph or section of this ordinance
shall be declared unconstitutional or invalid, such unconstitutionality or invalidity shall
not affect any of the remaining phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs or section s of this
ordinance, since the same would have been enacted by the City Council without the
incorporation in this ordinance of any such unconstitutional or invalid phrase, clause,
sentence, paragraph or section.

SECTION 4. This Ordinance shall be effective immediately from and after its final
passage and any publication in accordance with the requirements of the City of Buda and
the laws of the State of Texas.

PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED on second reading by an affirmative vote of
the City Council of the City of Buda, this _____ day of _______________, 2014.

APPROVED:

____________________________________
Todd Ruge, Mayor

ATTEST:

____________________________________
Alicia Ramirez, City Secretary

Planning & Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNUa, Director of Planning
512-312-0084 / csparks@ci.buda.tx.us
SUBJECT:
DELIBERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION IN REGARD TO A REQUEST FOR AN AMENDMENT
TO THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP OF THE CITY OF BUDA PERTAINING TO 98.71 ACRES OF LAND OUT OF
THE SVR EGGLESTON SURVEY, ABSTRACT NO. 5, BEING GENERALLY LOCATED ALONG THE WEST
SIDE OF FM 967, SOUTH OF CULLEN COUNTRY SUBDIVISION, EAST OF W HISPERING HOLLOW
SUBDIVISION AND NORTH OF THE ST. ELIZABETH EPISCOPAL CHURCH; THE CHANGE WILL RESULT IN
(A) 2.91 ACRES UNCHANGED AS C2/R2 ZONING, (B) 76.80 ACRES CURRENTLY PENDING ANNEXATION
TO ESTABLISH INITIAL ZONING OF MR WITH FZ1 ZONING AND (C) 19.00 ACRES CURRENTLY ZONED
C2/R2 CHANGED TO MR WITH FZ1 ZONING.

1. BACKGROUND
The City of Buda initiated annexation proceedings on this property on October 21st after
receiving a petition for voluntary annexation. Once annexed, the property defaults to AGAgricultural unless a separate initial zoning ordinance follows the annexation. As a practice,
the City conducts a parallel zoning process to accompany annexations.
This case is somewhat unique due to a portion of the property, approximately 460’ deep,
already being in the city limits. As such, this request is also to partially rezone a portion of the
property already within the city limits. Properties zoned for uses other than single family
residential along RM 967 are also subject to the Gateway Corridor Overlay District.
The result of the rezoning is approximately 95.80 acres zoned MR with the FZ1 Cluster
Development Floating/Flexible Zone, and 2.91 acres zoned C2/R2 with the Gateway Corridor
Overlay District.
The intent is to provide the zoning to develop a cluster development subdivision that more
closely aligns with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan. In addition, the
applicant has stated a desire to have the cluster development as a means to create a large
park area that would connect Cullen Country Park and Garlic Creek Park. The applicant has
provided a partial preliminary plan to demonstrate commitment to the concept and
demonstrate how it would apply on this property. They have not performed all engineering
due to time constraints and a need for certainty with the zoning. Land development follows
the following sequence of actions:
Annexation  Zoning  Preliminary Plan  Final Plat & Improvements  Individual Bldg. Permits

Surrounding Land Uses
Adjacent land uses include:
East
North
West
South

MR-zoned Creekside Park; C2/R2 &
Gateway-zoned Garlic Creek Country Store;
vacant land in the ETJ
MR-zoned Cullen Country & Cullen Country
Park; C2/R2 & Gateway-zoned vacant land
MR-zoned with Development Agreement
Whispering Hollow and Garlic Creek Park
DR-zoned Stonewood Commons subdivision
(under construction)

Unified Development Code Guidance
Zoning changes are evaluated based on the following criteria:
1. The zoning change is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan;
2. The zoning change promotes the health, safety, or general welfare of the City and the
safe, orderly, and healthful development of the City;
3. The zoning change is compatible with and conforms with uses of nearby property and
the character of the neighborhood;
4. The property affected by the zoning change is suitable for uses permitted by the
proposed amendment to the zoning map;
5. Infrastructure, including roadway adequacy, sewer, water and storm water facilities, is or
is committed to be available that is generally suitable and adequate for the proposed
use.

2. FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
The following map depicts the proposed zoning configuration relative to the existing zoning and
city limits. As the Commission is aware, cities are not permitted to establish zoning or land use
regulations outside of the city limits. In fact, the desire to regulate land use is a key reason for
annexation. The City had to wait until the property owner requested annexation due to the
property holding an agricultural tax exemption; Chapter 43 of Local Government Code prohibits
the city from involuntarily/unilaterally annexing such a property unless it first offers a development
agreement.

The following constitutes an evaluation of the proposed zoning change using the UDC’s criteria:
1. The zoning change is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan;
Pertinent excerpts from the Buda 2030 Comprehensive Plan as well as the Future Land
Development Plan contained within it are attached. The chart from page 213 is
particularly pertinent to this project and shown below:

Page 213 of the Comprehensive Plan indicates Neighborhood Shopping Centers and
Office uses are appropriate in the Green Growth Area. Page B-1 of the Comprehensive
Plan identifies MR zoning as conditionally appropriate in the Green Growth Character
District, meaning that it is appropriate depending on the particular property & location.
The chart on page 213 is especially relevant in determining under what conditions is
such development appropriate, as it states unequivocally that “cluster development” is
appropriate. MR, in combination with FZ1, results in cluster development.
It is also notable that cluster development and preservation of riparian corridors appears
throughout the Comprehensive Plan as well as within the UDC. Both particularly
encourage preservation of such corridors along Garlic Creek.
In addition, the Parks, Recreation, Trails & Open Space Master Plan provides
recommendations relevant to this proposal. The trails plan identifies Garlic Creek as a
critical trail corridor to provide pedestrian & bicycle interconnectivity throughout the west
side of Buda. Excerpts from that plan are attached, with the map below best showing the
desired open space acquisition between Garlic Creek Park & Cullen Country Park.

2. The zoning change promotes the health, safety, or general welfare of the City and
the safe, orderly, and healthful development of the City;
Staff has not identified critical issues with the potential uses in the C2/R2 district that
would negatively affect the health, safety or general welfare of the City and the safe,
orderly and healthful development of the City. The MR zoning is consistent with the
zoning of surrounding properties, and the reduction in C2/R2 zoning helps to eliminate
strip-style commercial development along highways that often lead to access
management issues & poor traffic flow. RM 967 is currently under construction, but that
project will be complete well before any subdivision of this property is constructed. The
requested zoning is more consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, which therefore
promotes orderly development.
3. The zoning change is compatible with and conforms with uses of nearby property
and the character of the neighborhood;
The immediately adjacent uses are generally compatible with the proposed zoning. MR
zoning is already in place to the west and north of the subject property. Garlic Creek &
Whispering Hollow have a development agreement that allows lots of similar size and
width to those that result from the MR zoning in combination with the FZ1 cluster zoning.
The property immediately to the south carries DR zoning, which allows for narrower &
smaller lots and higher density than proposed for the subject property.
4. The property affected by the zoning change is suitable for uses permitted by the
proposed amendment to the zoning map;
The property is ideal for a combination of MR zoning with FZ1 cluster development, as it
contains an opportunity to create a critical link between the Garlic Creek Park and Cullen
Country Park along the Garlic Creek riparian area. In addition, this allows for a large
area of the property to remain natural, most of which is heavily wooded. Topography is
primarily gently-rolling hills, requiring minimal grading for development.
The applicant will be required to comply with applicable development standards such as
maximum impervious cover, water detention/quality, and other standards pursuant to the
Unified Development Code.

5. Infrastructure, including roadway adequacy, sewer, water and storm water
facilities, is or is committed to be available that is generally suitable and adequate
for the proposed use.
This zoning change does not negatively affect infrastructure capacity or adequacy.
Water and wastewater planning models and supplies anticipated development of the
subject property at approximately 4 units per acre. The subject property has sufficient
flexibility to locate properly designed & sized detention and water quality facilities. The
FM 967 expansion project will result in a center turn lane in front of this property, along
with wider shoulders and a sidewalk on the opposite side. Development of this property
will prompt construction of a sidewalk on the south/east bound side of RM 967 at the
developer’s expense. Right-of-way dedication may be required at the time of platting.
Based on anticipated build-out, a Traffic Impact Analysis will be required as part of the
Preliminary Plan submittal. Dedication & construction of the extension to Oyster Creek
Drive will be required with development, in accordance with the Transportation Master
Plan.

3. FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A
4. ACTION OPTIONS & POTENTIAL IMPACT MATRIX
Action Option
Pros/Opportunities
Approve the zoning.

Proposed zoning change appears to meet
the criteria for a zoning change as
presented in the UDC, and in a manner
generally consistent with the Buda 2030
Comprehensive Plan.

Cons/Threats
Any development of this site will carry
traffic impacts; a TIA will be required with
development in conjunction with the
Preliminary Plan.

Certain goals & objectives of the Buda
2030 Comprehensive Plan are furthered,
particularly in regard to encouraging
cluster development in the Green Growth
Area and along Garlic Creek.
Certain goals & objectives of the Parks &
Trails Master Plan are furthered in
providing a zoning combination that
creates a connection between Garlic
Creek Park and Cullen Country Park.
Decline to approve

Zoning would default to Agricultural.

Implementation of certain planning goals
as described in the City’s adopted plans
may be deferred or opportunity lost.
Super-majority vote
required to overrule

of

City

Council

5. RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Commission consider approval based on the Buda 2030 Comprehensive
Plan and the criteria contained in the UDC.
6. ATTACHMENTS
Request from applicant
Future Land Use Map
Zoning Map
2030 Comprehensive Plan Excerpts
Parks, Recreation, Trails & Open Space Plan Excerpts

NATHAN D. SMITH, P.E.
Consulting Engineer
106 West First Street

Elgin, Texas 78621

Ph (512) 281-3344

November 20, 2014

Mr. Chance Sparks
Director of Planning
City of Buda
P.O. Box 1218
Buda, Texas 78610
Re: White Oak Landing
Dear Mr. Sparks:
This letter is presented to request a text amendment to the Unified Development Code (UDC) of
the City of Buda to allow for a reduction in the minimum width for a single family lot within the
Medium Density Zoning District with FZ1 Flexible Zoning for Cluster Development from fifty-five to
fifty feet. The project would comply with all other aspects associated with this zoning category and
current cluster development provisions.
White Oak Landing is a proposed single family residential subdivision located along the west side
of FM 967 approximately one half mile north of its intersection with Cole Springs Road. Although a
portion of the property adjacent to FM 967 is within the city limits, the majority of the site lies within
the ETJ. The site is bounded on the west by Whispering Hollow, on the north by Cullen Country
and on the south by Stonewood Commons. A segment of Garlic Creek traverses the northern
portion of the property. According to the city’s Master Transportation Plan, there is a major
collector shown through this property to connect Whispering Hollow to FM 967. This roadway will
be included as part of development of this subdivision.
In order to maintain the traditional character of the portion of Garlic Creek through this tract, we are
proposing to leave the entire riparian area of the creek in its natural state. As you are aware, there
are significant trees and other native characteristics of this area which warrant protection which we
understand is part of the reason the Comprehensive Plan and Parks Plan emphasize the
preservation of open space along Garlic Creek. We feel it would be of significant benefit to the City
of Buda and this project to leave this area undisturbed. However, to accomplish this while still
making the project viable, it is also beneficial to allow a slight reduction in lot width do go along with
the reduced minimum lot size. This is particularly true since we plan to preserve 35 to 40 percent
as open space, rather than just the required 30 percent.
The total acreage of the property is 98.71 acres. The current owner of the site desires to maintain
approximately 16.4 acres in the southeast quadrant of the site where the existing homestead is
located. This results in a net project area of 82.3 acres. Of this 82.3 acres, we would proposed to
dedicate approximately 32.3 acres to the city as open space preservation along Garlic Creek in
addition to approximately 5.7 acres of other park, drainage and open space lots. The remaining
acreage would be developed as a single family residential subdivision with one commercial lot

situated along FM 967 at the entrance to the development. The location of this commercial lot is
consistent with the current zoning on the property and with the city’s long term comprehensive
plan.
As is also discussed in the comprehensive plan, there are significant benefits associated with the
concept of clustered development. They allow you to shift development to less sensitive areas in
order to minimize or eliminate the impact to other, more critical areas. Both Garlic and Onion
Creeks are highlighted in the comprehensive plan as locations where this concept of clustering and
Green Growth should be employed. The minimal reduction in lot width from 55 feet to 50 feet
provides a lot configuration that better compliments the reduced lot size and facilitates a higher
percentage of dedication and preservation of the sensitive area along the creek. Although the width
reduction may seem inconsequential, it has a significant impact to the viability of the project.
By allowing this slight reduction in lot width for the developed portion of the site, we are able to
avoid engineered measures to reduce the flood plain associated with the creek to increase the
developable area of the site. This would have an obviously negative impact on the character of the
creek and is something we would prefer to avoid.
In addition, the reduction in lot width to fifty feet would be consistent with other single family
residential subdivisions in the area. For example, the lots within Stonewood Commons, the
subdivision immediately south of and adjacent to this property, are forty five feet in width. There
are also numerous lots within the Whispering Hollow development with widths of fifty feet.
For these reasons, it is respectfully requested that this text amendment to the UDC be permitted for
this project. Should you have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to
call. As always, thank you for your assistance with this project.
Sincerely,

Nathan D. Smith, P.E.
Project Engineer
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APPROPRIATE LAND USE TYPES
As discussed on the previous pages, the Character Districts and
Mixed-Use Nodes are defined less by land use and primarily by
the character of development. Still, the intensity of development
types and land uses influence the character and may or may not be
appropriate.
Below is a description of general development types that could
exist in Buda. The following table identifies where they are
appropriate; where they are conditional based on specific uses and
design of the property to mitigate adverse impacts; and where
the development type is not appropriate. This information does
not serve as a regulatory or zoning code, but is intended to guide
decisions for land development.
Mixed Use developments are those that
mix retail, office, and residential in a
dense, pedestrian friendly environment.
They are intended to bring different
but supportive land uses together so
they are in closer proximity rather than
separating them.
Regional Retail Centers include large
shopping centers that have a large
anchor tenant such as a big box store,
grocery store, or department store, and
other retail or service establishments.
Regional Retail Centers tend to attract
not only local residents, but also
shoppers from a regional geography.
Neighborhood Shopping Centers are
smaller shopping centers that include
every day services and shops. They
are intended to be convenient to local
residents and within easy walking
distance from housing.

BUDA 2030 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
preserving our heritage | sustaining our future

Office developments include those
that provide space for businesses
and services, such as real estate
professionals, lawyers, doctors and
other medical practitioners, and other
professionals.
Industrial Park or Distribution
Center developments are those
that provide space for businesses
and other industrial-type services
which support the larger industrial
businesses. Businesses could include
printing companies, distribution
services, or courier services. Industrial
Park developments can also house
businesses that serve as the “store
front” for larger industrial businesses,
such as building materials or paint
stores.
Low Density Single Family and
Agriculture includes residential
developments that are on lots 1
acre or larger. Properties can be
used for small farming operations.
This category also includes larger
agricultural or ranching uses such as
those that exist in parts of Buda today.
Medium Density Single Family
includes single-family housing on lots
smaller than 1 acre down to a quarter
acre (or 4 dwelling units per acre).

CHARACTER DISTRICT AND MIXED USE NODES: APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT TYPES

Attached Housing includes a scale
of residential housing that falls
between single-family and multi-family
and includes developments where
residential units are attached. This can
be in the form of duplexes, fourplexes,
townhomes, or rowhouses.
Multifamily Housing developments
are typically multi-story apartment
or condominium developments where
housing units are “stacked.” Multifamily housing is the most common
type of housing found in mixed-use
developments, built upon groundfloor
retail uses.
Cluster Development is a type of
development that allows higher
density building in “clusters” in return
for permanent conservation of
envirionmentally sensitive land. Cluster
developments should not be limited to
residential uses.

Determining Appropriate Use

The table to the right identifies what uses are appropriate,
conditional, or not appropriate in each Character District or
Mixed Use Node. Appropriate means the use is simply allowed,
with minimal conditions. Conditional means the use is only
allowed based on certain conditions (depending on the use and the
location). And Not Appropriate means the use is not appropriate
in the district. There may be conflicts between Character Districts
and Nodes. Where conflict occurs, the use should be teated as

FUTURE LAND DEVELOPMENT PLAN | appropriate land use types

High Density Single Family includes
single-family housing on lots smaller
than 0.25 acres, or greater than 4
dwelling units per acre.

conditionally allowed, making sure it balances the goals of both
District and Node. For example, regional retail in both the Regional
Node and Heritage District should be permitted so long as it is
developed in a manner that meets the character goals of the
Heritage District.

BUDA 2030 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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The Future Land Development Plan of Buda 2030 identifies
Character Districts and Mixed Use Nodes that address desired
development types, patterns, and appropriate uses. Chapter
7 also identifies what general uses are appropriate in each
character district and mixed use node. This appendix is intended
to articulate the background of these areas and guide City
staff, elected officials, the public, property owners, and private
developers in how land should be utilized for certain areas of the
city.
The City in particular should use the Future Land Development
Plan and articulated principles to guide decisions in updating
or re-creating the City’s Unified Development Code and other
development regulations. To help facilitate and guide that
effort, the following tables illustrate how the zoning categories
of the existing Unified Development Code could be applied to
the Future Land Development Code. Appropriate means the use
is simply allowed, with minimal conditions. Conditional means the
use is only allowed based on certain conditions (depending on
the use and the location). And Not Appropriate means the use is
not appropriate in the district.
This information does not constitute zoning regulations and is only
intended to guide the City’s effort in making adjustments to the
Unified Development Code and other development regulations.

Green Growth District
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
Agriculture (AG)
Low Density Residential (LR)
Medium Density Residential (MR)
High Density Residential (HR)
Duplex Residential (DR)
Multi-family Residential (MFR)
Manufactured Housing (MHR)

Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Not Appropriate

NON-RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
Neighborhood Retail (R1)
Arterial Retail (R2)
Interstate Retail (R3)
Neighborhood Commercial/Office (C1)
Arterial Commercial/Office (C2)
Interstate-35 Commercial/Office (C3)
Light Industrial/Warehousing (I1)
Manufacturing (I2)

Appropriate
Conditional
Not Appropriate
Appropriate
Conditional
Not Appropriate
Not Appropriate
Not Appropriate

OTHER DISTRICTS
Cluster Development (FZ1)
Mixed Use (FZ2)

Appropriate
Appropriate

PUBLIC OR SEMI-PUBLIC DISTRICTS
School Site (FZ3)
Neighborhood Park (PR1)
City Park (PR2)
Regional Park (PR3)
Private Park (PR4)
Community Facility (P1)
Public Infrastructure Facility (P2)

Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriate

BUDA 2030 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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BUDA 2030 AND THE UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE
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CHAPTER 6 - Prioritization of Needs and Recommendations
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ENHANCING OUR OPPORTUNITIES FOR PLAY - The 2012 Buda Parks, Recreation, Trails and Open Space Master Plan
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Planning & Zoning Commission
Agenda Item Report
December 9, 2014
Contact – Chance Sparks, AICP, CNU-A, Director of Planning
512-312-0084 / csparks@ci.buda.tx.us
SUBJECT:
W ORKSHOP AND POSSIBLE DIRECTION REGARDING A
DIAGNOSTIC REPORT.

UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE

1. BACKGROUND/HISTORY
In August, the City of Buda executed a contract with Freese & Nichols to provide consulting
services in support of a complete revision to the Unified Development Code. They were
selected through a RFQ profess in which the Planning & Zoning Commission identified the
firm as a lone finalist for consideration by City Council. The Commission also serves as the
advisory committee for the UDC re-write.
Freese and Nichols includes a subconsultant, Design Workshop, to assist with design and
form-based aspects of the UDC.
The contract scope with Freese and Nichols includes a three-phase process:
•

Phase 1 – Diagnostic Evaluation. Includes review of the City’s existing UDC and approval
processes, resulting in the definition of problems and issues arising out of current code &
practices as they relate to adopted long-range plans.

•

Phase 2 – UDC Preparation. Includes preparation of the actual customized UDC in a
document that is consistent with adopted plans, legally-defensible and streamlined. Steps in
this process include developing procedures & definitions, zoning districts & zoning standards,
regulating plan & form-based regulations, zoning procedures & supplemental regulations, and
subdivision standards and subdivision procedures.

•

Phase 3 – Review Code & Adoption. Includes completion of the UDC and adoption process.

A total of 10 meetings are proposed with this UDC process. Public meetings and
stakeholder focus groups will be a key component of the process, particularly as new
aspects of Code are drafted. A complete final draft of the new UDC is expected around the
beginning of June.
2. FINDINGS/CURRENT ACTIVITY
Freese & Nichols, along with Design Workshop, have completed a draft UDC Diagnostic
Report (attached). This report was generated based on their review of our adopted plans, a

meeting with Planning & Engineering staff along with LAN, and a series of stakeholder
meetings that took place on October 8th.
The consultant wishes to receive further input from the Commission to determine if there
are any other critical areas that they have missed, or any additional thoughts the
Commission has. They will also conduct a workshop with City Council.
The goal of the report is to capture some of the bigger picture issues present in the current
Code—there will still be ongoing opportunities for input as we proceed into drafting new
elements of the UDC.
3. FINANCIAL IMPACT
The City Council budgeted $150,000 for the UDC re-write. The proposal received and
contract reflect this amount and Freese & Nichols is currently operating within budget.
4. ACTION OPTIONS/RECOMMENDATION
This is an open discussion item to seek feedback from the Commission; no action is
necessary.
5. ENCLOSURES
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The following outline is intended to provide a summary of the major revisions to the City’s Unified Development Code. This
outline has been developed based on input received from the local development community, property owners, City staff,
consultants, and other users of the current UDC.
In addition, the entire Unified Development Code will be restructured to the following outline:






Section 1. Provisions and Procedures
Section 2. Zoning Regulations
Section 3. Subdivision Regulations
Section 4. Supplemental Development Regulations
Section 5. Definitions

The following list of items will guide the rewrite of the UDC and may not be all-inclusive of revisions to take place during the
rewrite. Additionally, note that the zoning map will not be updated as part of this process.



Issue: The vision and goals of existing plans are not reflected in the current UDC.



Resolution: Improve the connection to the vision and goals of existing plans and seek to implement the
recommendations (Comprehensive Plan, Transportation Master Plan, Parks Plan, Downtown Plan, etc.),
particularly maintaining Buda’s unique, small-town character.



Issue: The Texas Local Government Code provides cities with the authority to regulate zoning and subdivision
under two separate chapters. Additionally, zoning decisions are subjective, however subdivision decisions must be
objective.



Resolution: Clearly divide zoning and subdivision regulations for clarity and legal purposes.



Issue: Technical details are located throughout the UDC, which makes it difficult to update the details as needed.



Resolution: Relocate technical details into technical manuals to allow for a more succinct code and technical
updates that do not require a public hearing.



Issue: The UDC primarily includes regulations, not recommendations or guidelines.



Resolution: Ensure that appropriate wording is used for a code (“shall” or “must”, not “should” or “may”).
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Issue: The UDC document is difficult to navigate and quickly scan.



Resolution: Reformat the document to improve search-ability and incorporate hyperlinks to improve navigability.



Issue: The UDC’s language can be difficult to understand.



Resolution: Use plain English and graphics as possible to improve readability.



Issue: Applicants are unclear of the development process, timeline, and critical deadlines.



Resolution: Work with City staff to establish a development process flow chart and calendar to clearly display
important dates and milestones in the development process.



Issue: State law establishes requirements for vesting for zoning and subdivision approvals (i.e., determining the
point where an application is “grandfathered” under previous regulations).



Resolution: Establish time limits on applications for vesting purposes compliant with Texas Local Government Code
Chapter 245.



Issue: Pre-application meetings have been very helpful in the past.



Resolution: Continue to encourage pre-application meetings while ensuring the meetings do not inadvertently
vest a project.



Issue: The Comprehensive Plan identifies a number of nodes suited for unique and resilient development types,
particularly Downtown Buda.



Resolution: Develop a form-based component that will function as the base zoning district for three nodes and
clearly explain the amendment and variance procedures for the form-based component.
o

Downtown Node
 Offer flexibility, particularly to existing buildings
 Incentives to transition to updated systems
 Encourage diverse retail uses
 Incorporate downtown master plan for parking and accessibility
 Parking is adequate but located too far away
 Higher density – potentially 3 stories, townhomes, mixed use, and residential
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o

o

 Demolition by neglect is a concern
 Commercial development between Austin Street and Main Street
 Protecting and preserving the residences along Main Street
1626/967 Green Growth Node
 Great potential and room for growth
 Close proximity to the sportsplex and subdivisions
 Possibly similar to Hill Country Galleria
 Development is waiting until road construction is complete
 Traffic/demographics will influence the direction of the development – approx. 14,000 vehicles
per day in current report
 Mixed use retail/residential
 Regional pond/water feature with overlooking apartments
 Consideration to the importance of transition areas adjacent to residential development
Green Meadows and Old Goforth Road Neighborhood Node
 25-30 acres
 2 owners that are possibly interested in form-based solutions



Issue: The transition or buffer between zoning districts is insufficient (e.g., C1 and R1 include some uses that are
not compatible with adjacent residential).



Resolution: Evaluate permitted land uses and provide performance standards (hours of operation allowed, noise,
traffic generation, etc.) to minimize disruption to residential neighborhoods.



Issue: Some land use classifications in the use chart are not defined, and the UDC is unclear how to address
undefined terms.



Resolution: Ensure that each land use classification has a definition and add a provision for undefined terms. Land
uses will remain generalized and use modern terminology.



Issue: Mixed use development will be accommodated by the form-based component, but this development style
may be appropriate in other parts of the City.



Resolution: Modify the use chart and conditional standards to allow mixed use development in certain districts.



Issue: The UDC currently has 29 combinations of zoning districts (including floating zones and special districts) that
are complicated and confusing to administer.



Resolution: Reduce the complexity of zoning types by removing park zoning, evaluating opportunities to
consolidate nonresidential districts, and identifying more appropriate names for certain zoning districts.



Issue: Encourage innovative approaches where possible to implement the Comprehensive Plan.
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Resolution: Ensure that vertical mixed use, higher density residential, pocket neighborhoods, and
cluster/conservation design methods are properly incentivized to encourage use.



Issue: The existing zoning districts allow for a limited range of lot sizes and housing types. The existing zoning
provides one zoning district for single-family development, with a minimum lot size of 30,000. Many residential
developments are utilizing PUDs or development agreements and do not match zoning districts.



Resolution: Revise the standards to allow for smaller and larger lot sizes. Provide standards for alternative
residential options, such as live-above mixed use, townhomes, pocket/courtyard neighborhoods, and accessory
dwellings (“mother-in-law suites”).



Issue: The Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code regulates the sale of alcohol in Texas cities. In 2012, the citizens of Buda
voted to allow bars and liquor stores in the City limits.



Resolution: Ensure that the UDC is not in conflict with TABC regulations for alcohol and utilizes authority available
to ensure adjacency compatibility.



Issue: Variances and special exceptions are often confused and incorrectly used interchangeably.



Resolution: Clarify the difference between zoning variances and zoning special exceptions, and reevaluate the
criteria for legislative and judicial variances.



Issue: The UDC provides limited guidance on nonconforming uses and structures, and no guidance for
nonconforming lots.



Resolution: Establish standards for nonconforming uses, nonconforming structures, and nonconforming lots, and
clarify what triggers compliance for proposed improvements.



Issue: The current UDC’s section on multiple-family residential buildings references the general section for
nonresidential buildings and does not necessarily produce desirable residential buildings.



Resolution: Provide updated multiple-family development standards and site design criteria specific to multiplefamily structures.



Issue: Texas Local Government Code provides a range of platting types to best meet cities’ needs. The current UDC
briefly addresses many of the plat types, but does not clearly state the purpose and procedures for each type.
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Resolution: Provide a clear list of platting options and procedures for the application and approval processes.



Issue: The process and the standards for subdividing are intertwined.



Resolution: Separate the subdivision processes and the subdivision standards into distinct sections.



Issue: Promote pedestrian and vehicular connectivity, particularly in residential neighborhoods.



Resolution: Assess the requirements for points of access and connections between subdivisions. Evaluate
requiring preliminary plats for larger subdivisions to utilize a link-to-node ratio (also known as a connectivity ratio),
which promotes connectivity without requiring a grid system. Encourage or require the use of alleys in higherdensity single-family areas to improve neighborhood walkability.



Issue: Some developers may be stalling connectivity of public infrastructure through the current plat phasing
process.



Resolution: Require developers to connect infrastructure to existing stubbed-out utilities and paving within a
certain proximity of existing infrastructures.



Issue: The UDC’s current language is confusing regarding subdivision construction or design waivers and references
the zoning ordinance.



Resolution: Clarify the intent, process, and requirements for a subdivision waiver.



Issue: The current Preliminary Plan and Final Plat process is confusing, inefficient, and may be in conflict with State
law.



Resolution: Update the process to utilize a Concept or Sketch Plan (for larger, phased developments), a
Preliminary Plat (with construction plans), and a Final Plat (filed with the County).



Issue: There are two ways to process the final plat: Option 1) file the final plat before improvements are installed,
and developer can provide surety or bonding to cover the cost of infrastructure in the event the developer does
not install the infrastructure; or Option 2) final plat approval occurs after the infrastructure has been installed.
Although it is ideal for the infrastructure to be in place before approving the final plat (Option 2), many developers
feel this causes excessive delays in the process and prefer to bond in order to sell lots sooner (Option 1).



Resolution: Allow for both Option 1 and Option 2 at the developer’s discretion.
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Issue: The entire section is too lengthy and confusing.



Resolution: Simplify the wording of the section and incorporate charts/graphs as possible.



Issue: Many cities prefer to authorize the City Manager (or his/her designee) to approve certain applications
administratively, thereby reducing the workload of the P&Z and City Council and expediting the development
process.



Resolution: The UDC currently allows the City Manager to approve certain plats and other applications; however it
may be appropriate to allow more discretion for the City Manager (or his/her designee) as permitted by the City
charter. The new UDC will clearly display the City Manager authority’s in a table.



Issue: The UDC currently authorizes the Planning & Zoning Commission to make recommendations on plats to the
City Council. State law provides the P&Z with authority to approve plats, which can expedite the approval process.



Resolution: Allow the P&Z Commission to approve plats.



Issue: The powers of each board or officer should be in compliance with State law.



Resolution: Review the authorities given to each entity and clearly display each entity’s authority in a table.



Issue: Different types of public hearing notice are required by State law.



Resolution: Review the public hearing noticing required by State law and clearly display the requirements in a
table.



Issue: The Compliance and Enforcement (Chapter 12) provisions are unclear and need realigned with current State
law and code enforcement best practices.



Resolution: Revise this section to improve the clarity and strengthen the enforcement provisions per State law.



Issue: The development standards throughout the UDC are wordy and complicated to understand.
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Resolution: Revise the development standards sections (and other sections as applicable) to utilize graphics,
tables, and illustrations whenever possible.



Issue: Impervious cover increases the amount of stormwater runoff (which impacts water quality and erosion) and
the urban heat island effect. At the same time, increased landscaping also results in increased water consumption.



Resolution: Evaluate the impervious cover maximum in Table 5-1 and allow for alternative materials to achieve the
goal. Evaluate innovative methods for reducing coverage, such as allowing grass-paved fire lanes. Clarify that
“impervious cover” refers to any surface that is not permeable, while “lot coverage” refers to the area covered by
a structure.



Issue: The buffer standards are currently use-based and reference the Comprehensive Plan.



Resolution: Adjust the buffer standards to be district- and thoroughfare-based instead of use-based. Although the
Comprehensive Plan should be used to guide zoning and development standards, the requirements should be
associated with the zoning district. Allow for alternative compliance procedures, which would allow City staff to
approve a minor deviation that results in an improved development.



Issue: The site and building design standards are very wordy and do not necessarily produce quality development
unique to Buda.



Resolution: Review and update the existing standards to be more clear, using images or illustrations when
possible. Review the design standards to require quality building materials and design to promote a sense of place
and ensure lasting value.



Issue: Some UDC users feel that the 100% masonry requirement may be too stringent and may result in a
monotonous aesthetic environment.



Resolution: Consider alternatives to the 100% masonry requirement that allow for a variety of appearances while
maintaining the quality. Consider increasing flexibility through alternative compliance. Also, allow for alternative
compliance (with staff approval) for existing buildings without masonry. (Example: allow building addition and use
of material similar to the existing building (e.g., wood) but require enhanced landscaping.)



Issue: The UDC references water conservation in several locations, including an educational component, irrigation
efficiency requirements, and the use of recycled water. Water conservation is an important consideration,
particularly when much of Texas is currently experiencing drought.



Resolution: Emphasize water conservation for residential and nonresidential development, particularly in relation
to landscaping. Develop standards to address rainwater harvesting and water reuse particularly for landscaping.
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Issue: Many locations throughout Buda should be designed in a pedestrian-friendly manner.



Resolution: Establish standards to address the pedestrian environment (both internal and external to the
development), particularly in the form-based component nodes.



Issue: Maximum building heights should be responsive to the local economic market and to the desirable character
of Buda.



Resolution: Office and other nonresidential buildings should not exceed five stories, and such taller structures
should be located along Interstate 35.



Issue: In some cases, it is unclear what parking requirement applies to each land use. Additionally, more
innovative parking methods should be evaluated.



Resolution: Use more generalized land use categories for determining parking requirements. Establish parking
maximums and allow for shared parking.



Issue: Electric vehicles are becoming more popular and demand for charging stations has increased.



Resolution: Require 1 charging station for parking areas of 50-100 spaces or 2 charging stations for parking areas
of 100+ spaces in a preferred location near the building entrance.



Issue: New construction in existing neighborhoods (i.e., infill) is required to meet the existing setback
requirements, which can result in an inconsistent look.



Resolution: Review the zoning setbacks and allow for exceptions based on existing neighboring development,
particularly in the form-based nodes.



Issue: Aesthetics of garages for single-family homes should be enhanced.



Resolution: Revise the regulations to improve aesthetics by requiring garages be set back behind the building face
to avoid the garage as the prominent feature and other design standards. Consider incentives for side- or rearloaded garages to improve the view from the street.



Issue: The UDC currently has outdoor lighting standards, however this section includes limited detail and
traditional methods.



Resolution: Revise the section to incorporate more detailed and modern “dark-sky” standards.
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Issue: “Low-Impact Design” is an approach to development that seeks to preserve natural features, promote green
infrastructure, and utilize environmentally-friendly methods of development.



Resolution: Incorporate low-impact design standards as possible throughout the UDC, particularly in regard to
stormwater management.



Issue: Cities across Texas are receiving requests for wind and solar energy alternatives.



Resolution: Address wind and solar energy alternatives and the placement of back-up generators in
neighborhoods.



Issue: The UDC addresses several forms of nuisances throughout the code, but does not provide a consolidated
section to address concerns related to noise, odor, glare, vibration, etc.



Resolution: Develop a subsection of performance standards to address noise, odor, glare, vibration, etc. that
supports the existing nuisance and noise regulations.



Issue: The traffic impact analysis requirements should be reviewed to incorporate best and more holistic practices,
particularly for multi-phase projects.



Resolution: Add criteria to the subdivision regulations for a traffic impact analysis, with an exemption for those
who prefer to install certain improvements in exchange.



Issue: Subdivision improvement agreements ensure construction and other requirements/agreements between
the City and developer are constructed.



Resolution: Create a process for approval of subdivision improvement agreements.



Issue: The effluent – or “purple pipe” – system is not addressed in the current UDC.



Resolution: Add a section addressing the system to determine when the infrastructure would be installed,
primarily for commercial areas and residential common areas (i.e., not single-family housing areas).



Issue: City Attorney has concerns regarding the existing language.
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Resolution: Incorporate guidance from the City Attorney regarding strengthening performance and maintenance
bond requirements.



Issue: Water wells are intended for rural areas where it is impractical to connect to the City infrastructure.



Resolution: To improve public safety, prohibit private water wells on properties smaller than two acres that are
within close proximity to the City.



Issue: The existing standards are effective and should remain in the updated UDC, however the section is lengthy
and confusing.



Resolution: Maintain the existing standards, but revise section to be more succinct. Continue to allow for the feein-lieu option, which should be at the City’s discretion.



Issue: The UDC allows the City discretion on allowing partial credit for areas that do not meet the grade, slope, or
other requirements for parkland dedication.



Resolution: Reduce subjectivity by clarifying which aspects of parkland development are value-credited.



Issue: It is currently unclear which circumstances parkland is private or public.



Resolution: Clarify the access and use of public and private open spaces and how each counts toward park
requirements.



Issue: The UDC currently has a section for tree preservation and mitigation, however the section should be
updated and expanded.



Resolution: Revise and strengthen the tree preservation requirements, add fee-in-lieu option for mitigation, and
expand to City-owned right-of-way and utility easements.



Issue: The City currently has a flood protection ordinance that is separate from the UDC.



Resolution: Consider incorporating the existing flood protection ordinance into the UDC or technical manual to
simplify the development process.
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Issue: The City currently has a water quality ordinance that is separate from the UDC.



Resolution: Incorporate the existing water quality ordinance into the UDC or technical manual to simplify the
development process.



Issue: The section is lengthy and the current wording is confusing.



Resolution: Revise the wording and include graphics to improve clarity throughout the section.



Issue: Monument signs promote a higher quality aesthetic than freestanding pole signs, although they are often
more difficult to see along a major thoroughfare.



Resolution: Require monument design for all detached signage not located along Interstate 35.
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